Tornado Body Dryer
A Gentle, Safe In-Shower Drying Unit

Dry in Pleasure
Instead of Pain
“Arthritis made it difficult
and painful for me to toweldry after showering.
But now, when I use the
Tornado Body Dryer, even
the hard-to-reach areas dry
without effort or pain.”

After Shower Safety and Privacy

The slim Tornado Body Dryer

Finished showering? Individuals with arthritis pain, balancing
issues, or limited mobility and dexterity find it a challenge to
towel dry. Contorting to reach their back and legs is frustrating,
painful and a safety hazard. Those who submit to assistance,
suffer the loss of privacy and dignity.
Don’t reach for a towel or ask for an assistant. Instead,
stay in your warm shower and simply activate the Tornado
Body Dryer to be wrapped in a blanket of soothing, swirling,
warm air that gently and completely dries you from head to toe.
– Also great for those with ultra-sensitive skin –

Benefits
 Dry the hard-to-reach areas  Reduce chance of falling  No more damp/smelly towels
 Reduce condensation & mildew  Green: 70% less energy compared to towel usage
 Safe to use with a wheelchair  See www.tornadobodydryer.com FAQ’s for more info!

Features
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 Easily installed inside shower enclosure
 Two speed settings; simple and safe to operate
 Consistent, even airflow1
 Powerful, energy efficient 220v / 12.5amp motor2
 Maintenance-Free / Proven Durable and Reliable
1

Patented airflow design creates a tornado-like vortex of air providing a
powerful, yet gentle, breeze of warm air flowing evenly from head to toes.
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www.tornadobodydryer.com

Like electric clothes dryers and ovens, a dedicated 220v line is required
to produce sufficient air flow and warmth. Most all homes in North
America are capable of supporting both 110v and 220v.
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